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Abstract
Despite the successes of deep learning algorithms, they suffer from a fundamental

issue called the “Black Box” (BB) effect. This effect is due to the lack of interpretability
of the model and of explainability of the predicted results. The aim of my work is to
propose solutions to this issue in the context of polypharmacy AI solutions.
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1. Introduction

While deep learning (DL) models offer high-quality solutions in a wide range of problems,
one major issue limits their adoption in critical areas such as medicine, insurance, and
finance. These systems are “black boxes” (BB), meaning their internal workings are hard
to understand and their decisions to explain. Combating this issue has given rise to the
research area of eXplicable Artificial Intelligence (XAI) [1].

2. Background

Researchers have established a distinction between transparent models that can be inter-
preted by their design, and BB models which require external interpretability techniques to
be understood [2–5]. A transparent AI system is one whose inner logic and decisions can be
understood directly [2] by humans. This category includes regression algorithms, decision
tree, K-nearest neighbors, rules-based learning, general additive models, or Bayesian models
[6]. By contrast, the inner workings of DL models cannot be understood directly; in fact,
a lot of the high performance of DL solutions results from their inner complexity. These
BB systems require separate additional methods to analyze and explain their decisions [1,
7–11]. These solutions are often classified along two dimensions [5, 6, 12]. First they can be
model-agnostic, meaning they offer a posterioiry interpretability of the results regardless
of the AI technique used to generate them, or model-specific, meaning they are adapted
to a specific BB model. And secondly, they can be global, meaning they explain the overall
behaviour of the model, or local, meaning they explain a specific prediction.
In current papers, almost no work describes what an interpretable model should impose
from a conceptual point of view. All existing interpretation models are developed for a
specific purpose. Currently, there is an ongoing debate on which method should be used?
[11, 14–16].

3. Proposed interpretation approach

Polypharmacy is defined as the long-term intake of more than five drugs by the same
person [13]. This situation describes two-thirds of Canadian seniors. It can have negative
consequences due to the accumulation of side effects and unforeseen interactions between
drugs. Discovering and predicting which polypharmacy situations are harmful is a major
data mining and AI challenge.
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Figure 1. Visualisation of Patient vector modification in Polypharmacy DL model

My work is part of a research program that will notably lead to the development of a DL
model to predict harmful polypharmacy. My research will focus on the interpretability of this
polypharmacy DL model. Indeed, medical decisions must be explainable: it is not sufficient
for an AI model to recommend adding or removing a drug from a patient’s prescription, it
must be able to explain to the medical professionals and the patients why these changes are
needed. I propose to build an agnostic local model to visualize the reasoning behind these
decisions.

More specifically, I will develop a visualization of the results generated by the internal
mathematical operations performed by the network on the input patient data. This will
allow us to better understand what is going on inside the model and how patient data
affects drug recommendations. To do this, I will first develop a visualization of the internal
representation of the patient vector within the DL network. I will then display on it the
changes done to this representation by the network. This will include changes done by
each layer of the network, how it connects to work done by the previous layers, and which
component has undergone the most change. Expanding this to the entire network will make
it possible to visualize which input values in the patient’s vector have had the most impact
on the output decision (see Figure 1).
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4. Conclusion

Interpretability is a necessary complement to a highly-performing DL system, especially
for problems such as drug prescription which demand explanations of decisions. A visualiza-
tion approach is the best way to convey and explain complex information to health experts
and laypeople, and thus promote confidence in the solution provided by the system. My
propose approach will make it easier for all users to understand how input data is processed
by the DL system and which parts of it most influence the output decision.
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